The
Zipper
Problem

In some movies, they spread around the idea that aliens dropped
dna onto earth billions of years ago and that we

evolved slowly into humans.
This idea (called pansperma) is actually
debated among scientists if it is truly
possible or not and it's a shock that there is no way
that this can possibly happen.
It is not provable and does not have science behind it at all.
Some scientists think it is a smart theory such as Nobel nominee Sir
Fred Hoyle. Why would he and others think this possible?!
Because these brilliant minds understand that life coming to be
for no real reason doesn't make any sense and is impossible.
They recognise that something had to begin DNA
somewhere. It cannot pop up randomly as we discussed before.

There is no chance that even the simplest life form could have

evolved even from non-living chemicals. Remember this.
Every life form must have certain proteins that are only
produced from coded information found on the DNA
molecule.

It is like trying to explain the existence of a zipper
without the puller that opens and closes the zipper. Suppose
the information needed to construct the puller could only
come from an unzipped zipper, but the zipper can't unzip
without the puller! This is a problem!
Both the zipper and the puller would have to be created at
the same time together to work right.
The assumption of evolution blinds even the most brilliant
scientists.
But we know that life cannot organize itself anywhre in the
universe at all. Transferring the impossible fact that DNA created
itself to another planet's fault does not answer the question of
science. Nor does it make this idea a possibility at all.
The very existence of life can only be explained by one thing: A

Creator God.

